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1. Introduction –   World production of adipic acid is increasing with its growing demand for nylon

synthesis and other applications. Its industrial production is based on the oxidation of a mixture of

cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol (known as KA oil) using an excess of concentrated nitric acid in

presence of Cu/V catalyst. KA-oil was obtained from cyclohexane oxidation in the presence of air.

However, the reduction of HNO3 generates a large amount of greenhouse gases. Among them, N2O is the

most dangerous [1-3]. An alternative to this process is the use of H2O2 as oxidant and polyoxometalates

(POMs) as catalyst. POMs have the advantage of possessing acid and oxidative properties that can be

controlled according with the constituent elements and the requirements of the reactions. The aim of this

study is to substitute the pollutant and corrosive nitric acid by hydrogen peroxide, in the presence of

Dawson-type POMs in the adipic acid production, according to a green protocol.

2. Experimental - Dawson-type polyoxometalates as formula K6P2W12Mo6O62, α1-K10P2W12Mo5□O61,

α1-K8P2W12Mo5SnO61 and α-Cs4SnP2W12Mo6O62 were synthesized and characterized by FTIR, 31P NMR

and UV-Vis spectroscopies and DRX. Their catalytic performance was examined in the adipic acid

synthesis reaction from cyclohexanone and cyclohexanone/cyclohexanol mixture at 90°C and

cyclohexene at 70°C in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. The reaction products analysis was performed

by HPLC.

3. Results and Discussion - The IR analysis showed that all salts have the characteristic vibration bands

of the Dawson anion. The 31P NMR confirmed the purities and the Dawson-type structure. UV-Visible

spectroscopy revealed that the tin substituted POMs are partially reduced. The XRD analysis

demonstrated that the crystal structure depends on the chemical composition of the POM.

The reactivity of POMs in adipic acid synthesis showed that, in the oxidation of cyclohexanone at 90°C,

Cs4SnP2W12Mo6O62 is the most active with an AA yield equal to 61%. K6P2W12Mo6O62 is the most

efficient with 47% AA yield from the equimolar mixture cyclohexanol/cyclohexanone. From cyclohexene

oxidation at 70°C, the highest AA yield is 32% obtained with K10P2W12Mo5□O61. The HPLC analysis

showed the total conversion of the substrate, the purity of the adipic acid and the selectivity of

Cs4SnP2W12Mo6O62 favorable to adipic acid formation.

4. Conclusions - The adipic acid synthesis in the presence of the POM-H2O2 system is a promising

alternative to that using nitric acid, which could replace the industrial synthesis method, which is a source

of air pollution.
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